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BLACK SCREEN:

Gravel crunches under heavy boots. A slight breeze whistles.

FADE IN:

EXT. HIGHWAY - DAY

A wide desert valley and distant mountain vistas are the 
background. Fluffy clouds scatter across the cool blue sky.

A man, JESSIE(24), tall, dark brown hair, casually dressed, 
walks along the gravel shoulder of a seemingly endless desert 
highway. Sweat runs down his face. 

A car approaches Jessie from behind. It’s a tan Crown 
Victoria with dark limo tint. Jessie turns and throws up his 
thumb. 

The car slows and stops next to him. Jessie stares at his 
reflection in the passenger window, the tint too dark to see 
through. The passenger window finally rolls down.

I/E. CROWN VIC - CONTINUOUS

In the passenger seat sits AMBER(42), dressed in black, red 
hair tucked into a ponytail and out the back of a black 
baseball cap with NRA in big gold letters on the front. 

In the driver’s seat sits JOHN(47), peppered black and grey 
hair, matching black outfit and NRA hat.

John stares straight ahead as he pulls a two-pack of Al 
Capone Cognac dipped mini cigars from his left shirt pocket, 
removes one along with a classic brass Zippo lighter, and 
lights up.

AMBER
Hi stranger.

JESSIE
Hi. Thanks for stopping.

AMBER
No problem...

Amber seductively looks him up and down.

AMBER (CONT’D)
Where ya’ headin’?



JESSIE
Just into Pahrump. My name’s 
Jessie.

Jessie extends his hand. The curious woman just smiles and 
glances at it, then looks back up.

AMBER
Nice to meet you, Jessie. My name’s 
Amber. This is my husband-

JOHN
Look...

(takes a puff)
Jessie is it?

JESSIE
Yes, sir.

JOHN
Well Jessie, we don’t usually pick 
up hitchhikers.

JESSIE
Oh, I’m not a hitchhiker. My car 
just broke down a few miles back.

JOHN
That little black Honda I saw back 
there?

JESSIE
Yes, sir.

JOHN
And now you need a ride?

JESSIE
Yes, sir.

JOHN
Sounds like a hitchhiker to me.

Jessie pauses, at a loss for words.

AMBER
Oh stop it, baby. Just give the kid 
a ride.

Amber looks over at John. 

John returns her glance as he puffs on his mini cigar, then 
looks back to Jessie.
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JOHN
Well hell, Jessie. I can’t very 
well argue with a pretty little 
face like that now can I?

JESSIE
No, sir. I guess not.

JOHN
Looks like we’re going for a ride 
then. The name’s John... 

(beat)
John Walker...

John smiles toothily with his mini cigar bit between his 
pearly white teeth.

JOHN (CONT’D)
Hop in.

JESSIE
Thank you.

Jessie hops in. 

Amber rolls the window up, with her suspicious smile still on 
her face. 

The car speeds off.

INT. CROWN VIC/MOVING - CONTINUOUS

The inside of the car is thick with smoke from John’s mini 
cigar.

JESSIE
You folks from Vegas?

JOHN
No sir, Jessie.

(proudly)
We’re from Oklahoma.

JESSIE
Oh yeah? What brings you to Nevada?

JOHN
We got some business to tend to in 
Pahrump.
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JESSIE
Well if you need anything, just let 
me know. I’ve lived in Pahrump my 
whole life. 

JOHN
Well, that’s mighty white of ya’ 
Jessie. Maybe I’ll do that.

JESSIE
I’ll only be in town for another 
couple of days though.

JOHN
Oh yeah. Where you off to?

JESSIE
(coldly)

I’ve got some business to tend to 
myself. Then I’m leaving this 
town... for good.

JOHN
Well, best of luck to ya’ son.

JESSIE
Thank you, John.

John nods in the rear view.

All is quiet for a moment. 

Jessie eyes John and Amber until he is sure that their 
attention is elsewhere.

PROFILE OF JESSIE’S MID-SECTION

Jessie very slowly and quietly slips a BLACK .38 CAL SNUB-
NOSE REVOLVER from under his shirt. He starts to pull the 
hammer back slowly, trying not to make a sound, but stops 
abruptly.

Jessie struggles with something. He chokes and whimpers. 

PROFILE OF JESSIE’S HEAD

Amber has a CHROME .50 CAL DESERT EAGLE in Jessie’s mouth. 
She Smiles and bites her lower lip as she twists her BIG GUN 
slightly between his teeth, making an awful sound as metal 
and enamel grind against each other.
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JOHN
What ya’ got back there, Jessie?

(smiles in the rear-view 
mirror)

Come on now. Pass it on up here...

John motions with his hand.

JOHN (CONT’D)
Nice and easy now.

Jessie reluctantly and carefully passes his weapon up to 
John. He moves only as much as Amber will allow.

JOHN
There we go.

John takes the weapon and admires it for a moment as he turns 
it left to right.

JOHN
This is a nice little piece you got 
here, Jessie.

John presses the gun in between the seats. 

Jessie struggles with the hard steel of Amber’s BIG GUN 
against his teeth.

JOHN
Boy I tell you what, Jessie. You 
have got to be one stupid son-of-a-
bitch to try and pull a gun on two 
people, wearing N-R-A in huge gold 
letters on their fuckin’ foreheads.

(laughs)
Shit son. I really like your taste 
in guns though. Got a .44 Magnum 
myself...

John pulls his REVOLVER and displays it to Jessie. 

JOHN (CONT’D)
Six shooter! Nickle-plated finish, 
rosewood handle, with a six inch 
barrel.

(smiles)
Love this gun. A real thing of 
beauty...

John holsters his weapon.
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JOHN (CONT’D)
And that little piece of jewelry 
your wearin’ in your mouth right 
now, is a chrome plated, Desert 
Eagle .50 Caliber hand cannon. Yes 
sir, if Amber were to pull that 
trigger I imagine it would blow 
your brains about five miles back 
that way.

(points and laughs)
What can I say, Jessie... my wife 
likes ‘em big.

(smiles)
Now, if you got anymore pistols in 
your pants, I suggest you give
’em up.

Jessie shakes his head as much as Amber’s .50 Cal will allow.

JOHN (CONT’D)
Okay... good. Now, I’m gonna tell 
Amber to take that gun out of your 
mouth. And you, are gonna sit back, 
and behave.

(takes a puff)
Do we understand each other?

Jessie nods with the forceful assistance of Amber and her 
gun.

JOHN
Good.

(motions to Amber)
Okay baby.

Amber pulls the gun from Jessie’s mouth. A drop of blood runs 
out and down his chin. Amber quickly but gently catches the 
drop with her index finger. 

Jessie looks on terrified as she licks the blood from her 
finger, smiles, then turns back around in her seat.

JESSIE
Please-

JOHN
No one said you could talk, Jessie. 
No, you pretty much threw that 
privilege out the window when you 
tried to pull a gun on me and my 
wife.

(beat)
You just sit back and relax son. 
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Don’t you worry about a thing. 
We’re gonna take good care of you. 

John pats out his cigar in the ashtray.

JOHN
Do you like classical music, 
Jessie?

Jessie says nothing. 

John removes a cassette tape from the black case on the seat 
next to him.

JOHN
Boy I sure do.

John places the tape in the player. A classical melody fades 
up.

EXT. CROWN VIC/MOVING - CONTINUOUS

The car turns and heads down a dirt road toward a canyon 
while the classical music plays. Huge clouds of dust billow 
out from behind the car as it speeds on its way.

EXT. CANYON LEDGE - LATER

The Crown Vic pulls up to an overlook and comes to a stop.

I/E. CROWN VIC/PARKED - CONTINUOUS

John and Amber exit the car.

JOHN
Here we are.

Jessie is hesitant to get out. 

John peeks his head back in. 

JOHN 
Come on, son. Get some fresh air.

Jessie stares at John, contempt is clear on his face. 

John smiles and places some dark sunglasses on, as does 
Amber.
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EXT. CANYON LEDGE - CONTINUOUS

Jessie slowly steps out of the car. 

John walks up to the front of the car and lights up a fresh 
cigar. He turns and offers one to Jessie. 

JOHN
(with cigar in his mouth)

Go on. Take it. They’re Cognac 
dipped.

(smiles)
Delicious.

Jessie cautiously steps forward and accepts the offer. 

John lights his Zippo and cups the flame as he lights his own 
cigar, then offers the flame to Jessie. 

Jessie keeps a close eye on John as he leans in to catch the 
flame. They both take a couple of puffs and lean against the 
hood of the car. 

Amber stands off to the side, stretches her legs, and lets 
the men get acquainted. 

JOHN
Beautiful country ain’t it?

JESSIE
The desert?

JOHN
I love the desert. Deep expansive 
valleys, beautiful vanilla skies, 
and nobody around for miles.

(inhales)
Can’t beat it. 

JESSIE
Looks like a bunch of dirt to me.

JOHN
Oh come now, Jessie. You have to 
learn to appreciate your 
surroundings a little more.

(takes a puff)
That’s the problem with you kids 
these days. You never see the 
little things... life’s little 
pleasures.

Long silence.
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JESSIE
What are you going to do with me?

JOHN
Now why would you wanna go and ruin 
a moment like this, with talk like 
that, Jessie? Just relax and enjoy 
the view, son.

They both gaze out over the horizon. Beyond the ledge are 
multicolored rocks, dirt, and Joshua trees as far as the eye 
can see. The wind whistles.

JOHN
Look here, Jessie. My wife and I 
aren’t exactly law abidin’ citizens 
ourselves. And I would like to 
think that your motives weren’t all 
bad. 

(takes a puff)
The way I see it, you just tried to 
hold up two of the wrong folks. And 
from one outlaw to another, I think 
I might just be able to look the 
other way. I’m going to keep your 
gun though.

(beat)
But after this here cigar, I think 
we can just go our separate ways.

JESSIE
(takes a puff)

You would do that?

JOHN
Absolutely! We’re a rare breed, you 
Amber and me.  

JESSIE
Well thanks, John. That’s mighty 
white of you.

John smiles at Jessie, appreciates the quote. They both take 
in the view and enjoy their cigars. 

After a moment, feeling more comfortable, Jessie walks up to 
the cliff’s edge and takes in a deep breath of relief.

JESSIE
You know, if you just keep on up 
this road through the mountains, it 
will take you straight through to 
Pahrump.

(beat)
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Only adds about a half an hour to 
your trip. It’s a nice scenic 
drive. I think it’s right up your 
alley, John.

JOHN
Well thanks for the tip, Jessie. I 
think we’ll do that.

John finishes his cigar and flicks the butt to the ground. He 
then pulls his .44 MAG out and steps up behind Jessie. 

Jessie just finishes his cigar as John raises the .44 to the 
back of his head and pulls the hammer back. 

Jessie hears the CLICK-CLOCK of the gun and freezes, a look 
of fear comes over his face.

JOHN
Well, son... I think our time 
together has come to an end.

JESSIE
I thought you said you were going 
to let me live?

JOHN
No, I don’t remember sayin’ 
anything like that.

JESSIE
What? Yeah! You said we would go 
our separate ways!

JOHN
Well, yeah. And we will. Amber and 
I are gonna go for that nice scenic 
drive you talked about.

(beat)
And you, well, you’re goin’ down in 
that canyon right there.

Jessie tries to plead but is stopped before he can even say 
one word.

JOHN (CONT’D)
Don’t worry, son. You’re gettin’ 
off light. I owe that to your 
dad... James.

Jessie’s(James’) face drops at the recognition of his real 
name. Rage and pain washes over his eyes. 
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JAMES
(spits out the words)

You mother-fucker!

JOHN (CONT’D)
The Professor sends his regards.

DISTANT PROFILE OF THE THREE CRIMINALS ON THE LEDGE

Their dark silhouettes are the only things visible against 
the beaming sun. 

James screams, then John pulls the trigger, the scream and 
the gunshot both delayed by the distance. 

A silhouette of black blood explodes from James’ face. His 
lifeless body tumbles down into the canyon. 

John holsters his weapon. 

He and Amber get into their car and they speed off in a cloud 
of dust and gravel.

OVER BLACK:

The CLICK-CLOCK of a RIFLE being loaded. A man speaks at the 
sound of the last LOCK of the BOLT. 

MAN
Locked and loaded.

FADE IN:

EXT. OUTDOOR SHOOTING RANGE - MORNING

A porcelain garden gnome, with a goofy smile on it’s face and 
pointy red hat, sits alone in the desert... 

SUPER: “6 MONTHS EARLIER”

SNAP! The gnome explodes in a shower of porcelain fragments 
and dust as a GUNSHOT rings out and ECHOES throughout the 
desert. 

About 300 yards away a man, CALEB(27), red head, with an 
average build, lies in the dirt holding a REMINGTON 308 
MILITARY ISSUE SNIPER RIFLE. 

Above him stands WES(25), black hair, athletic build. 
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CALEB
That’s what I’m talking about! 
Motivated killer! 

Wes laughs and kicks him in the legs.

WES
Motivated killer? If I remember 
right you didn’t get to shoot a 
single hadji while we were in 
Najil!  

Caleb quickly turns around in response to Wes’ comment.

CALEB
Hey dick-wad! You know a snipers 
secondary mission is 
reconnaissance.

Wes leans in.

WES
(sarcastically)

How many hadjis you kill?

CALEB
(repositions)

Blow me.

WES
How many?

CALEB
Fuck you, man.

The two of them laugh it off as Caleb takes aim.

WES
Why don’t you try and hit the 
garden frog. 

CALEB
Call it then.

The mood gets more serious.

WES
Green frog, 550 meters west of T-R-
P, 2. 

CALEB
Identified.
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WES
Fire when ready.

Caleb steadies himself and takes a breath - BANG!

INT. CABINET SHOP - DAY

James works over an ear piercingly loud table saw, as he runs 
a piece of lumber through. 

Working over at the chop saw is VINNIE(26), shaved head, 
scruffy beard, kind of pudgy. He chops away at a long piece 
of trimmed lumber.  

Unheard by the two hard at work, Wes enters the shop from 
behind them. 

WES
Hey!

They cannot hear him over the loud machinery. Wes cups his 
hands and yells again.

WES
HEY!!

James acknowledges Wes with a head nod. 

Wes puts his finger over his lips, shushing him.

Wes sneakily scoops up a handful of fine sawdust and pulls a 
lighter from his pocket. He creeps closer to Vinnie. Wes 
strikes the lighter and throws the sawdust through the flame 
at Vinnie, igniting it into a brief ball of fire that engulfs 
him entirely. 

Vinnie waves his arms in a panic as he tries escape the 
fireball. 

VINNIE
What the fuck!

Wes and James explode into a frenzy of laughter. 

VINNIE
Dammit, Wes! Why you guys always 
gotta mess with me?

James shuts down the table saw.

JAMES
(chuckling)

Alright little guy-
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VINNIE
Fuck you, James! I’m sick of your 
shit!

Vinnie puffs up and steps closer to James.

JAMES
Oh, you gonna fight me now, big 
guy?

Vinnie gives him a slight push.

The two of them take a fighting stance but Wes interrupts and 
hugs Vinnie.

WES
Come on, Vinnie, take it easy. You 
know James would whip your ass like 
he always does. 

VINNIE
Please.

JAMES
Please nothin’, I just slapped the 
shit out of you last night, tryin’ 
to take my stash. 

VINNIE
Fuck you, James!

Vinnie goes after James again, Wes tries to hold him back, 
laughing as they go. 

OLD MAN’S VOICE(O.S.)
Hey!

The three of them stop and look to the door where GARY(53), 
brown curly fro, graying beard, stands looking angry and 
frustrated. 

GARY
I told you clowns not to be burning 
Vinnie with the sawdust! I can 
smell that shit all the way 
outside!  

Gary approaches the three of them as they break it up. 

GARY (CONT’D)
I’m sick of you guys messing around 
in here. Gonna burn my shop to the 
ground. 
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JAMES
So what kind of bull-shit work do 
we have today?

GARY
You don’t like your job, quit.

JAMES
Oh stop it, Pop. I’m just kidding.

GARY
Funny. You guys need to go and fix 
the crown that you put up the other 
day at the Domingo house.

(beat)
You working here today, Wes?

Gary lights a cigarette with a match then tosses the used 
match to the ground.

WES
Yeah, if I could? I could use the 
extra cash this week.

Gary nods.

JAMES
I hate that guy.

GARY
(takes a puff)

Who?

JAMES
Domingo. That guy is a dick.

GARY
(exhales)

He’s not that bad.

JAMES
Not that bad? He complains about 
everything. We’ve changed the color 
of the doors like three times now.
If he’s not so bad, why don’t you 
go over there? 

GARY
Because, I have other things to do. 
Don’t start with me today, James.

JAMES
I’m not. Don’t tell me he’s not 
that bad though if you’re not-
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GARY
Don’t tell me what to tell you!

JAMES
Here we go.

GARY
That’s right! Here we go! Every 
morning you start this crap!!

JAMES
Pop, I’m just saying-

GARY
Well don’t just say!! Just shut up 
and do what I tell you!! And you 
better do it right this time!!

Gary storms out and slams the door, shaking the tin walls. 

They all stand stunned. 

EXT. DOMINGO HOUSE - DAY

James unloads tools from the truck while Wes and Vinnie 
unload crown molding and various other pieces of wood.

JAMES
So, Vinnie, what ever happened with 
that fine little Mexican chick from 
the other night?

VINNIE
Ahh, mucho gusto.

All laugh.

WES
Do you even know what that means?

VINNIE
No. But it sounded good.

All laugh.

WES
You’re an idiot.

JAMES
You better be careful with those 
Spanish women. Jerry is going 
through an ugly divorce right now 
after marrying that Cuban chick. 
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WES
Yeah, and Dave is dealing with the 
same thing. Them Spanish girls can 
be ruthless.

VINNIE
Yeah well, I’m not looking to get 
married. I’m just looking to get 
into some different cultures.

Vinnie humps the air. 

They all crack up, but are interrupted by an angry voice. 

DOMINGO(65), white hair, old, fat and grumpy, Stands by the 

FRONT DOOR

DOMINGO
Hey!

Domingo stands with his arms on his hips.

DOMINGO (CONT’D)
Are you the morons responsible for 
this worthless cabinet install?

AT THE TRUCK

They all look at each other, then back at Domingo.

DOMINGO
Get the hell in here!

James lowers his head and complies.

JAMES
(under his breath)

What the hell is it now?

INT. DOMINGO HOUSE/KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS

James follows Domingo into what looks like an immaculate 
kitchen. Hickory cabinets and six inch crown molding. A 
custom job that most anyone would be happy with.

James takes the scolding of a lifetime from Domingo while Wes 
and Vinnie stand to the side and cringe.

DOMINGO
Look at this crap!
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JAMES
(rolls his eyes)

What’s the problem now, sir?

DOMINGO
This crown doesn’t match up at all! 
The doors are all crooked-

JAMES
(getting frustrated)

We still need to adjust the doors. 
And we brought new crown.

James points at the crown in Vinnie’s hands. Wes and Vinnie 
look away.

DOMINGO
Well the doors don’t match up 
either, you dumb ass! Look! Look!

Domingo points and alternates between a cabinet door and its 
frame.

DOMINGO (CONT’D)
You see. They’re different.
Different, different. Different, 
different. Different, different...

James’ face fills with rage as Domingo rambles on.

DOMINGO (CONT’D)
...Different, different. Different, 
different...

James suddenly grabs Domingo’s head and shoves it into the 
cabinet. He SLAMS the cabinet door repeatedly, hard against 
Domingo’s head, over and over. 

Wes and Vinnie jump, laugh, and cheer. 

Domingo bleeds more and more with every crushing blow.

BACK TO REALITY - END DAYDREAM SEQUENCE

James still stands there and takes the scolding.

DOMINGO (CONT’D)
...Different, different. Different, 
different!

Domingo catches his breath. He huffs and puffs. His face is 
bright red.
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DOMINGO (CONT’D)
The colors are different!!

James just stares at Domingo with his mouth open and utter 
hatred in his eyes.

INT. JAMES’ WORK TRUCK/MOVING - EVENING

The sun is low in the sky. 

James, Wes, and Vinnie sit crammed in the truck, covered with 
stain and sawdust from a hard days work. 

James looks furious. 

After a long moment of silence...

JAMES
What a dick.

INT. WES’ APARTMENT - NIGHT

A small apartment with little to no decor. 

Wes enters as his wife, MAGGIE(24), long black hair, classic 
beauty, frantically talks on the phone.  

MAGGIE
What do you mean they didn’t accept 
the offer?

(beat)
Well what’s the next step?

(beat)
Okay. 

(beat)
Okay.

Maggie sees Wes entering the room and smiles and nods at him.  

Wes kicks off his shoes at the door.

MAGGIE (CONT’D)
Okay, I’ll tell him. 

(beat)
Thank you, goodbye. 

Maggie hangs up the phone, throws it on the couch, and greets 
Wes with a kiss and hug. 

WES
Who was that?
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MAGGIE
That, was the realtor.  

WES
And?

MAGGIE
And, they didn’t accept our offer, 
but. 

WES
Ah, there’s a but.

They share a laugh.

MAGGIE
But, they countered.

They sit on the couch. Maggie hangs on his arm while Wes 
takes his socks off. 

WES
And?

MAGGIE
And... it’s a little more than what 
we wanted to pay.

WES
How much is a little?

MAGGIE
They went up five thousand.

WES
Five thousand! I can buy you a 
brand new pair of titties for that!

MAGGIE
Wes! I thought you liked the girls 
the way they are!

Wes leans in and starts to kiss and speak soft with her.

WES
I do, I do

(kiss)
You really want to pay that much 
for that place?

MAGGIE
You know I love that place.

(kiss)
Besides, can’t you see us in it? 
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Having all our friends over for 
parties-

WES
Yeah! I can plant some grass. We 
can have James and Vinnie update 
the kitchen-

MAGGIE
I am not letting those two touch my 
house. 

WES
What’s wrong with them? I grew up 
with those guys. 

MAGGIE
I just don’t know about them 
anymore. 

WES
Ah, they’re not so bad.

INT. BAR - NIGHT

A dark, smoky, honky-tonk bar. A southern rock song plays on 
the jukebox.  

James and Vinnie sit in a booth drinking some bottles of beer 
as they stew over their day.

JAMES
Look, all I’m saying is that there 
has to be something more out there 
for us.

VINNIE
You want to do bigger jobs?

JAMES
Not bigger jobs. I want the job. 
I’m sick of robbing yuppies. I want 
to hit something big.

VINNIE
What about your dad and the cabinet 
shop?

JAMES
Jesus, Vinnie! We’ve been trying to 
leave that dump for like five years 
now.
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VINNIE
It’s not that bad.

JAMES
Look. The shop is for my dad. He 
loves that shit, not me. There’s a 
whole world of cash out there. We 
just need to sink our claws into 
it. Maybe then, the Professor will 
take notice, and put us on the 
payroll.  

VINNIE
The Professor? He doesn’t even know 
who we are.

They both take a swig.

JAMES
Yeah well, we can change that. All 
we need is one big job.  After word 
gets around that we can handle our 
shit, I’ll have Jack put in a good 
word for us.

VINNIE
Jack?

JAMES
Yeah... Jack.

VINNIE
But Jack is shady, man.

JAMES
Yeah, but Jack can connect us with 
the Professor.

Vinnie nods his head like he finally gets it.

VINNIE
Okay...

(takes a swig)
What’s the first move then?

JAMES
The first move? The first move is 
to whoop that son’ bitch’s ass at 
the bar

Vinnie looks over to the bar then back to James.

VINNIE
What?
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JAMES
Do you see that guy?

James points to a huge man at the bar who doesn’t seem to be 
paying them any attention at all.

VINNIE
What about him?

James huffs and puffs, slams his drink down, stands up and 
heads for the bar. 

Vinnie rolls his eyes, chugs his drink, and follows James in 
true lackey fashion. 

VINNIE
(under his breath)

Here we go.

James and Vinnie approach the “offending” MAN’s(37), table. 
He looks like a giant even as he sits. Bald head, and muscles 
straight down to his fingertips.

James taps the Man on the shoulder, interrupting his 
conversation with his two FRIENDS(30’s), smaller and less 
threatening in appearance.

JAMES
Hey! You got a problem, fag?

The Man turns in his seat.

MAN
Excuse me?

JAMES
Did I stutter, bitch?

James flicks his cigarette into the Man’s face, the cherry 
explodes like a firework. 

The Man springs up and quickly sweeps the hot ashes off, then 
flexes as he extends upward to show his true size.

MAN
What the hell is your problem?

The Man towers over James. Vinnie stands close behind. 

Neither of them seem fazed by the size of their opponent, nor 
by the rage that is clear in his eyes. 
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MAN
You just messed with the wrong guy 
you little bastard. 

James turns to Vinnie with a sinister grin.

JAMES
This is gonna be fun.

James turns and tries to swing but is punched square in the 
face by his giant opponent. He stumbles back into Vinnie’s 
arms. His nose instantly gushes blood.

James regains his footing. He bleeds and laughs, not at all 
fazed by the blow to his nose.

MAN
I’m glad you think that’s funny. 
You’re gonna love-

The Man can’t even finish his statement as James punches him 
right in the throat. The Goliath of a man drops to his knees 
as he chokes and holds his neck.

James and Vinnie are on top of the Man in seconds. They beat 
and kick him violently. 

The Man’s smaller friends look on helplessly.

The bartender and the Man’s friends finally jump in to pull 
James and Vinnie off of their helpless victim.

EXT. BAR - CONTINUOUS

James and Vinnie are thrown from the bar onto their asses. 
They casually stand and dust themselves off. 

James spits a mouth full of blood onto the sidewalk. 

VINNIE
Well, that was fun.

JAMES
Yeah. Let’s get the hell out of 
here.

James flips the bar off.

INT. DOMINGO HOUSE/KITCHEN - DAY

Bruised and beaten, James and Vinnie are back at the Domingo 
house to try and finish up the kitchen install. 
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Vinnie stands on a ladder and fills nail holes in the crown 
with some finish putty. 

James explores the rest of the house as he smokes a 
cigarette.

James walks on to the back of the house. He checks out the 
bedrooms as he goes.

INT. MASTER BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS

James strolls in. 

INSERT: A shot of James through a surveillance camera.

BACK TO SCENE

He passes the closet on the way and pauses just before he 
reaches the bathroom. James backs up and stands in front of 
the closet door and ponders.

He slowly reaches and opens the closet door. There in front 
of him is a massive hunter-green SAFE, taller and wider than 
himself.

JAMES
(to himself)

Huh.

James takes a drag. It’s pretty clear what he might be 
thinking.

JAMES
Hey, Vinnie!

VINNIE (O.S.)
(from kitchen)

Yeah?

JAMES
Come here a second!

VINNIE (O.S.)
I’m kind of busy!

JAMES
Just get your ass in here for a 
sec!

VINNIE (O.S.)
Alright, hold up!
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James stands and stares as Vinnie enters the room. 

Vinnie instantly sees the monstrous safe, his mouth drops to 
the floor.

VINNIE
Whoa.

JAMES
I know.

Vinnie pulls out a pack of cigarettes, taps one out, and 
lights up, his eyes stay locked on the safe. 

They both stand in awe and smoke their cigarettes. An evil 
smile on both of their faces. 

JAMES
You thinking what I’m thinking?

They turn and smile at each other, then turn back to the 
safe. They chuckle as smoke drifts up over their faces.

INT. BASEMENT - NIGHT

A dark room with various boxes and rummage laying about. One 
hanging lamp dimly illuminates a table in the middle of the 
room.

James and Vinnie sit and plot on their next move. 

MONTAGE - THE PLAN

-- James takes a harsh swig of whiskey straight from the 
bottle. 

JAMES
We hit that mother-fucker fast and 
hard!

-- Vinnie snatches the bottle from James’ hand and throws it 
back. 

VINNIE
I can’t wait to see that bitches 
face!

-- Vinnie and James continue to drink sloppily.  

-- James cocks a gun.
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JAMES
We don’t stop till we have it all! 
People are gonna know who the fuck 
we are after this. 

VINNIE
Yeah! 

-- Vinnie points a gun at James and laughs. James slaps the 
gun and backhands him across the head. 

-- James slips on a ski mask. 

JAMES
And if that pudgy bastard tries 
anything. I’ll smoke his ass. 

James smiles maniacally. 

END MONTAGE.

INT. DOMINGO HOUSE/LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

A set of hands loads an album onto an old record player. We 
hear the CRACKLE of the needle as it meets the album, 
followed by a strong, classical opening crescendo. 

Domingo, wearing a deep red robe and house slippers, strolls 
away from the record player imitating a conductor with a big 
cigar in hand. He plops down on his big plush couch knocking 
some of his ash onto the couch, he quickly brushes it off.  

Just as he sits back to relax there is a knock at the door.

DOMINGO
(grumbles)

Who the hell is that?

Domingo gets up with a grunt and heads for door. He looks 
through the peephole and sees nothing. He tries to turn the 
porch light on but it doesn’t strike. He looks through the 
peephole again.

DOMINGO
Who the fuck is it?

Domingo keeps his eye on the peephole as he reaches for a 
small table nearby. He opens the drawer to reveal a small 
caliber pistol. 

Before he can grab it, the door is kicked in. It hits him 
hard in the nose and knocks him back onto the floor. 
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James and Vinnie, in matching black ski-masks, burst into the 
house with pistols in hand.  

James kneels and shoves his pistol in Domingo’s face.

JAMES
Good evening, you fat fuck.

DOMINGO
Who are you two jokers?

JAMES
Jokers?

James pistol whips Domingo hard across the face.

JAMES (CONT’D)
How’s that for a joke? 

James grabs Domingo by his hair and forcefully helps him to 
his feet. He and Vinnie lead him into the master bedroom. 

MASTER BEDROOM

James throws Domingo to the floor, he slides on his face to a 
stop in front of the closet. 

JAMES
Open the fucking safe!

Domingo starts to chuckle. He rolls over and smiles with 
blood splattered teeth.

DOMINGO
Do you ass-holes know who I am?

VINNIE
Does it look like we care who the 
fuck you are? Open the damn safe!

Vinnie kicks Domingo hard in the stomach, the blow robs 
Domingo of all his breath. 

DOMINGO
(catches his breath)

Alright. Alright.

Domingo drags his body over and opens the closet door. He 
looks back at his attackers. 

JAMES
(waves his gun)

Go ahead. 
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Domingo makes his way to his knees and starts to turn the 
combination dial. He spins it playfully and starts to chuckle 
again. 

VINNIE
What’s so funny?

Domingo turns to face them.

DOMINGO
(chuckles)

I seem to have forgotten the 
combination. 

JAMES
Let me help you remember it!

James SHOOTS Domingo in the foot, blowing his toes clean off. 

Domingo SCREAMS in agonizing pain. 

James gets in Domingo’s face again.

JAMES
(through gritted teeth)

You remember now, mother-fucker?

Domingo reluctantly nods his head. He turns back to the safe 
and starts to spin the dial again, with purpose this time. He 
spins the dial left. Then right. The final number approaches. 
He places his hand on the handle and pauses. He sincerely 
addresses James.

DOMINGO
If I open this door, your lives are 
going to change forever. 

James and Vinnie exchange a questioning look then turn back 
to Domingo.

VINNIE
Yeah, we know that you old bastard. 

JAMES
Now open the damn safe!

Domingo takes a last look of disgust at the two naive 
youngsters before him. He turns and does as he’s told then 
collapses on the floor as the door to the safe creeks open.

Vinnie and James loosen their stances and lower their 
weapons. 
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Inside the safe are stacks upon stacks of bundled cash and 
four large bricks of cocaine. 

James and Vinnie stand in utter awe at the site, their mouths 
agape for a long beat. They exchange smiles then rush the 
safe. James kicks Domingo out of the way as they go.

INSERT: SURVEILLANCE MONITOR. James and Vinnie sloppily tear 
into the loot. They shove bundles of cash into a black bag, 
bills fly everywhere.

BACK TO SCENE

The bag is full now and they both grab for the last brick of 
coke. In their haste they break the seal and the brick flies 
across the room and onto the floor. White powder goes 
everywhere.  

JAMES
Fuck it! We got enough!

DOMINGO
You pieces of shit! You’re gonna 
die!

INSERT: SURVEILLANCE MONITOR. James and Vinnie run out with 
the loot in hand.

DOMINGO (CONT’D)
You hear me you pieces of shit?!? 
You’re dead!!

FOOTSTEPS approach and pass by as the feed to the monitor 
suddenly goes dark.

BACK TO SCENE

Domingo, beaten, bloodied and bruised, lies defeated on the 
floor. He struggles to get to his feet then stops as 
FOOTSTEPS approach from the hall.

A MAN, in a black mask and leather jacket, gun in hand, 
enters the room and stands at Domingo’s feet. He places a 
silencer on his pistol.

DOMINGO
Who the fuck are you?!? Do you know 
who I work for, you prick?!?

The Man does not speak. He points his GUN at Domingo and 
removes his mask. 
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DOMINGO
You? You’re never going to get away 
with this! You’re all gonna-

The Man unloads his entire clip. Domingo’s head snaps back to 
the ground from the hail of muffled bullets. Blood splatters 
the walls and spills onto the floor.

EXT. GOLF COURSE - DAY

A teenage boy, JIMMY(12), steadies himself over a golf ball 
in the mild rough. He takes his time then chunks the ball up 
and out of the grass.  

MAN (O.S.)
Nice recovery, son. 

Over by the golf cart stands the PROFESSOR(52), salt and 
peppered hair, dignified but hardened looking criminal type. 
He is accompanied by two large, faceless GOONS.

PROFESSOR (CONT’D)
Very nice. 

The Professor walks over and helps the boy with his club as a 
golf cart approaches in the background. The Professor places 
the club into the bag at the back of his cart as he notices 
the other cart’s approach.   

In the approaching cart is JACK(38), tall, short black hair, 
a hint of punk rock about him. 

PROFESSOR
(to the boy)

Hey, Jimmy, why don’t drive ahead 
to the next hole.

(to one of goons)
Go with him. 

(to the other goon)
You, stay with me.

Jack pulls up and stops next to the Professor as the other 
cart pulls off. 

PROFESSOR
Jack.

JACK
Sir. 

The Professor forces Jack to move from the driver’s seat as 
he slides into the cart.   
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PROFESSOR
I’ve just heard some disturbing 
news, Jack. 

JACK
Yes, sir. 

PROFESSOR
Yes, sir? That’s all you have for 
me? I hope you have more than that.

JACK
I heard a few things. 

The Professor pulls a cigar and lights up. 

PROFESSOR
And? 

JACK
There’s a couple of kids running 
their mouths out there about coming 
up.

PROFESSOR
And what makes you think these two 
kids are the ones that knocked off 
Domingo?

Jack pulls and lights a cigarette.

JACK
Well, Domingo was getting his 
kitchen redone, and these two guys 
running their mouths, work for the 
cabinet shop that was doing the 
remodel.

The Professor takes a puff while he ponders. He pats Jack on 
the shoulder.

PROFESSOR
Good work, Jack.

JACK
Thank you, sir.

PROFESSOR
We have two things to take care of 
now. I’ll get John on the horn and 
get him after these two yahoos.

(beat)
I need you to get things running 
again out in Pahrump. 
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I don’t want anyone thinking they 
can fuck with me because Domingo is 
out of the picture.

Jack nods his head.

PROFESSOR
Good. Now step out would ya? I have 
to catch up to my nephew. 

Jack steps out of the cart. The goon hops in and he and the 
Professor drive off. 

Jack takes a drag then flicks his cigarette to the grass with 
a smug look on his face.

EXT. CABINET SHOP - DAY

A man’s SCREAMS of agonizing pain can be heard from within 
the large tin building, accompanied by the SCREECH of the 
TABLE SAW.

INT. CABINET SHOP - MOMENTS LATER

John Walker casually walks through the shop with a power 
drill in hand, wearing a blood stained wife beater. He smokes 
one of his mini cigars as he tauntingly pulls the trigger on 
the power drill.   

JOHN
We can do this little dance all 
day, Gary.

(takes a puff)
You got plenty little piggies left 
for Amber to play with. 

He REVS the drill.

ON THE TABLE SAW

Gary lies sprawled out in a bloody mess on top of the saw 
table. His right ankle, crushed and mutilated, is fastened in 
the jaws of a vise at the end of the table. His left hand, 
multiple fingers missing, is screwed to the other end of the 
table.  

Amber stands by Gary’s side caressing his head like a mother 
comforting her sick child. 
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JOHN (CONT’D)
I understand your need to protect 
your boy, Gary. I do. But those 
boys will pay for their offense.     

John approaches and leans in close to Gary. 

JOHN (CONT’D)
The only question now is, do you 
want your son to suffer the same 
fate as you? Or should I lay him 
down quickly? The choice is yours. 

Gary struggles to speak through all the blood. 

GARY
You...

John leans in closer. 

JOHN
Say again?

GARY
You... got another one of those 
cigars?

John takes a step back. 

JOHN
Why certainly, Gary. What kind of 
guy would I be if I denied a man 
his last smoke. 

John pulls one of his cigars and places it in Gary’s mouth. 
He FLICKS his brass Zippo and offers the flame as Gary weakly 
puffs to ignite the smoke.

Gary takes a few puffs. 

GARY
(to Amber)

Can you take this for me, darlin’? 

Amber smiles and gently removes the cigar and places it in 
her own mouth. 

GARY
You know, I always knew that boy 
would be the death of me. 

(chuckle)
Ever since his mother died he’s 
gone down a dark path. 
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(beat)
But, he’s my son. You got kids?

JOHN
No, sir. Not that I know of, 
anyway.

Amber sneers at John. He winks back.    

Gary starts to chuckle but chokes and coughs. 

Amber calms him down and offers another drag. 

Gary motions for John to come closer. John leans in. 

GARY
Look, I know my son is a piece of 
shit. I know that he isn’t even 
worth protecting at this point. But 
you know what? He always worked 
hard for me... and respected me. 

(beat)
I love him... he’s my son.

(beat)
And that’s why, it gives me great 
pleasure to say to you... go fuck 
yourself. 

Gary smiles and chuckles a little. 

John steps back and takes a moment. John grabs his over shirt 
off the chop saw. 

JOHN
You know what, Gary? I’ve taken the 
lives of many a man, and I’ve taken 
much pleasure in doin’ so.

(buttons his shirt)
But you, my friend, are a rare 
breed. A real man amongst men. 
Doesn’t make it easy on me, to take 
down a man of such character.  

John finishes putting his shirt on and casually pulls his 
pistol. 

JOHN (CONT’D)
Sir...

(points his pistol)
It’s been an honor. 

Amber gently kisses Gary’s forehead then walks away as she 
lets her hand gingerly slide down his arm. 
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EXTERIOR OF CABINET SHOP

A single GUNSHOT rings out from the tin building.

INTERIOR OF CABINET SHOP

John stands, smoking gun in hand. He holsters his pistol as 
Amber approaches and stands by his side. They stare at Gary.   

AMBER
You want me to check the office for 
an address? 

John looks at her. 

JOHN
You suggest this now? 

Amber smiles. John shakes his head. 

INT. JAMES AND VINNIE’S APARTMENT - NIGHT

A disheveled, filthy little apartment. Old food wrappers 
littler the floor. Hand-me-down furniture is the decor. 

Vinnie lies face down, asleep on a beat up couch. 

The RACKING of a SHOTGUN causes Vinnie’s eyes to open, and he 
finds himself staring up the barrel of a 12 GAUGE. He 
trembles but doesn’t move. 

Wielding the gun is Amber, she forces the barrel into his 
mouth. John stands behind her.

JOHN
Evening, Vincent.

(smiles)
Where’s your pal James?

Vinnie tries to answer but cannot speak with Amber’s gun in 
his mouth.

JOHN
Baby, I’m tryin’ to ask our friend 
a question. Would you mind removing 
that piece of fine American 
hardware from his mouth for just, 
one second please? 

Amber smiles and complies.
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JOHN
Now again, where’s your boyfriend, 
James?

VINNIE
I don’t know. He... he’s not here.

JOHN
Well, I guess it’s just the three 
of us then. Come on, we’re going 
for a ride.

Amber grabs Vinnie by the hair and pulls him up.

I/E. - VINNIE’S TRUCK - NIGHT

Headlights shine from behind as John drags Vinnie out of his 
own truck with his .44 MAG to his throat, and takes him to 
the back bumper.    

Amber exits the Crown Vic parked behind them. She leaves the 
headlights on and casually strolls up.  

They cuff Vinnie to the bumper of his own truck and stand 
over him. 

John casually pistol-whips Vinnie right across the face.

MONTAGE - VINNIE’S TORTURE

-- John and Amber beat Vinnie repeatedly.

-- John gets in Vinnie’s face.

JOHN
Where’s the loot, Vincent?

-- Vinnie says nothing.

-- John pours motor oil down Vinnie’s throat while Amber 
holds his head and smiles.

-- Amber smashes her slender cow-girl boot into Vinnie’s 
face.

-- John back-hands Vinnie and grabs him by the ear.

JOHN (CONT’D)
Don’t wanna talk? You just sit 
tight then. We’re gonna’ go get 
your buddy James.
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-- The Crown Vic peels out and speeds off.

-- Vinnie struggles to get free from the bumper.

-- Vinnie finds a weakness in the weld of the bumper and 
finally breaks free.

-- Vinnie, exhausted and beaten, stumbles through the desert.

END MONTAGE.

INT. WES’ APARTMENT/BEDROOM - NIGHT

The lights are out. Wes and Maggie are asleep, a couple of 
snoring lumps under the covers. 

Suddenly, someone pounds at the front door. Wes and Maggie 
begin to stir. 

The pounding gets louder. 

Maggie raises her head. She shakes Wes.

MAGGIE
(sleepily)

Wes. Get up baby. There’s someone 
here.

Pounding again, louder and harder. Wes springs up.

WES
What? What time is it?

INSERT: DIGITAL CLOCK, which reads

“2:31 AM”

BACK TO SCENE

Wes, furious, jumps out of bed, grabs a pistol from the 
nightstand and storms out to the living room.

INT. LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Wes looks through the peek-hole on the front door. He unlocks 
the door and jerks it open.

WES
James, what the hell-
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Wes stops mid-sentence as he notices Vinnie, beaten, 
handcuffed and bruised at James’ feet. 

Vinnie is stripped down to his boxers. Blood runs down from 
various wounds. A black substance is smeared all over his 
face and chest. He wheezes heavily.

WES
What happened?

JAMES
Help me get him inside!

James and Wes lift Vinnie’s limp body inside and onto the 
couch.

WES
Get some towels!

James rushes to get some towels.

JAMES
Where at?

WES
In the hall closet!

MAGGIE (O.S.)
(from the bedroom)

Wesley?

WES
Just stay in the room baby!

MAGGIE (O.S.)
What’s going on?

JAMES 
Just stay in the room, Maggie!

James returns with the towels. They begin to clean off their 
friend. 

Maggie stomps down the hallway and into the living room. 

MAGGIE
Oh my God!

She cups her mouth in shock and looks to James.

MAGGIE (CONT’D)
(to James)

What the hell did you do?
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JAMES
Hey! I didn’t do anything!

WES
Maggie, please! Go back to the 
room!

MAGGIE
What? No! I warned you about these 
two!

JAMES
Would you just shut the fuck up, 
Maggie!

WES
(to James)

Hey! Watch your mouth! 
(to Maggie)

Baby please! Go back to the 
bedroom!

Maggie shoots Wes a look of disgust and storms off.

MAGGIE (O.S.)
I want them out of here!

JAMES
Shut up!

WES
Hey! I told you to watch it!

JAMES
Alright! Alright!

Wes slaps Vinnie on the cheek.

WES
Vinnie! You okay? Come on buddy! 
Wake up! 

INT. KITCHEN - LATER

Vinnie, awake now, sits at the table wrapped in a towel, 
smoking a cigarette. His cuffs broken to free his hands. His 
face is cleaned but bruised. 

James and Wes, smoking their own cigarettes, sit and listen 
to his story.
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VINNIE
(pouts)

They uh... they came while I was 
asleep. Some guy and his old lady. 
I woke up to a shotgun in my face.

(beat)
They told me... that Domingo worked 
for the Professor.

WES
I should of known.

(beat)
You guys are the ones that knocked 
off Domingo.

(a loud whisper)
You guys killed him?

James and Vinnie just look at each other. 

WES (CONT’D)
What the hell is wrong with you 
two?!?

James and Vinnie don’t say a word. 

Wes turns and snatches his keys from the kitchen counter.

INT. WES’ CAR/MOVING - LATER

Wes(driving), James(passenger), and Vinnie(back seat) drive 
silently. 

Wes looks furious. He breaks the silence.

WES
What the hell were you guys 
thinking?

James stares out the window.

JAMES
How were we supposed to know that 
Domingo worked for the Professor?

WES
He’s been running the Professor’s 
Pahrump operations for years. 
Everybody knows that.

James looks over at Wes and throws his hands up.

JAMES
I thought that was Jack!
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WES
Jack works under Domingo, numb-
nuts!

(beat)
How could you not know this,

(sarcastically)
thug life?

JAMES
I don’t know alright! I guess we 
had some bad information! What the 
fuck do you want me to say?!

WES
Bad information. What are you guys, 
retarded?! You guys couldn’t knock 
off the local liquor store, and you 
try to hit Domingo!

VINNIE
Forget it! Who gives a shit! 

(beat)
What’s done is done! 

WES
That’s right, Aristotle. What’s 
done is done. Now you two have to 
get the hell out of town.

VINNIE
Till when?

Wes calms down a little.

WES
I don’t know. Maybe forever. I 
don’t think the Professor will just 
forget about this.

Wes shakes his head. 

Vinnie looks concerned. 

WES (CONT’D)
I’m gonna take you guys to State 
Line and then that’s it. 

(beat)
Don’t come back. 

James looks out the window again, stone-faced.

FADE IN:
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INT. CROWN VIC/MOVING - DAY

John and Amber are driving down a desert highway. They notice 
Jessie(James) on the side of the road with his thumb out.

SUPER: “PRESENT DAY”

AMBER
Hey. Is that?

They slow their pace.

JOHN
Well I’ll be a son-of-a-bitch. 

AMBER
Looks like one of our targets.

They stop next to Jessie(James). He peers inside the window.

JOHN
Must be our lucky day.

Amber rolls the window down. 

John pulls a mini cigar and his Zippo and lights up. 

AMBER (O.S.)
Hi stranger.

JESSIE (O.S.)
Hi. Thanks for stopping.

AMBER (O.S.)
No problem.

FADE OUT.

INT. WES AND MAGGIE’S HOUSE/BEDROOM - DAY

A bright, expansive, well decorated master bedroom, with an 
obvious woman’s touch decor. 

A few photos of Wes and Caleb in Army fatigues, and Wes and 
Maggie’s wedding photos, sit upon the dresser. 

Maggie and Wes stir in their bed. 

Maggie rolls over and gently wakes Wes with a kiss on the 
cheek. 

Wes, eyes still closed, smiles.
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MAGGIE
Morning.

WES
Mmmm... good morning.

MAGGIE
Time to get up.

WES
What time is it?

Wes glances over at the clock.

WES
Eleven o’clock. We slept most of 
the day away.

MAGGIE
That’s what I love about Saturday.

They both stretch.

WES
(yawning)

Only because you don’t have to go 
to work.

MAGGIE
Oh please. You play games for a 
living.

WES
It’s still work.

Wes rolls over and kisses her nose.

WES
You make me some breakfast?

MAGGIE
Sure. Here you go.

Maggie pretends to pick Wes’ nose and quickly makes him eat 
it before he has time to react.

WES
Oh, that’s it.

They laugh as Wes throws the covers over them and pounces on 
Maggie. They playfully flirt and wrestle in the sheets.
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INT. CASINO RESTAURANT - DAY

Three gamblers, RANDY(57), gray hair, average build, 
CARL(62), gray unbrushed hair, short and round, and 
GEORGE(54), gray hair, tall and thin, all sit at separate 
tables against the wall and read newspapers for the latest 
horse racing tips.

Randy and Carl argue statistics. 

George plays with his waffles and adds his unnecessary two 
cents where he feels necessary.

CARL
You’ve got to be kidding me, Randy. 
Saying that Buttercup can’t beat 
out Charlie’s Little Helper in race 
three. Charlie’s a lame horse.

RANDY
Please.

CARL
Please nothing. They should just do 
all of us a favor and shoot his ass 
and make him into glue.

RANDY
You’re an idiot, Carl. Charlie has 
won his last twenty races, and only 
lost four overall.

(swats his paper)
Not to mention, the track at 
Churchill is looking wet due to 
last weeks’s rain. And you know 
Buttercup is worthless in the muck. 
Hell, she’s worthless out of the 
muck.

GEORGE
Yeah.

RANDY
Yeah thanks, George.

(to Carl)
Besides, when was the last time 
Buttercup got anything above sixth 
place?

CARL
Sixth place? Now I know you’re 
talking out of your ass, Randy. 
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You know Buttercup won her last 
race at Bellmont. And it was in the 
mucky-muck!

RANDY
Bellmont! You know as well as I do 
that Chasing Tail tripped and made 
first, second, and third fall. 
Then, and only then, did Buttercup 
stumble across for the win. If you 
can call it that. 

GEORGE
He’s right ya’ know.

RANDY
Yeah thanks, George. Eat your 
waffles.

Wes enters and takes a seat next to them at his own table.

WES
Is that all you old farts talk 
about?

RANDY
Wesley! How are you kid?

WES
I’m good, Randy. How’s business? 

RANDY
Can’t complain.

CARL
Can’t complain.

(grumbles)
This prick just won three grand 
yesterday on one of his bull-shit 
long shots.

WES
Hello, Carl. How’s Buttercup 
looking today?

Carl grumbles and shrugs his shoulders.

RANDY
Don’t mind him, Wesley. He’s just 
angry because his “one-win-wonder” 
is putting him in the poor house.
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WES
I told you to come and play poker, 
Carl. That’s where the money’s at.

The waitress, BONNIE(33), blonde straight hair, brings Wes a 
cup and pours him some coffee.

BONNIE
Anything to eat today, Wes?

WES
No thanks, Bonnie. Just the coffee.

BONNIE
Okay, sweetie. Let me know if you 
need anything.

She smiles and walks away.

WES
And how are you, George?

GEORGE
I’m good, Wesley. How’s your mom?

WES
She’s dead, George. Just like last 
week.

GEORGE
Oh. I’m sorry, Wesley. How’s your 
dad?

Wes shoots him a look.

RANDY
Same car crash, George. Eat your 
waffles. 

George dreamily does as he’s told.

WES
I better get to work.

Wes takes his coffee and gets up to leave.

RANDY
Alright, Wes. We’ll see you around.

WES
Alright, Randy.

Wes throws down a few dollars.
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WES 
See ya’ George.

George glances up with a weak wave, then goes back to his 
waffles.

WES
See ya’ Carl.

Carl grumbles and keeps to his paper.

INT. CASINO/POKER ROOM - LATER

Wes deals cards to a full table. The game is Nevada Low Ball. 
Three community cards are already out on the table - one more 
to go.

WES
Alright boys, here comes the River.

Wes flips the last card over. 

The ASIAN PLAYER(34), next to him stands up and cheers.

ASIAN PLAYER
That’s what I’m talking about, 
baby!

WES
Winner. Jacks full of Aces.

LATER

Wes sits now at an almost empty table. Only a few GAMBLERS 
are left.

John and Amber sit down at the table with racks stacked two 
high full of chips.

AMBER
How’s the action tonight?

WES
Doing alright. The game is Nevada 
Low Ball.

JOHN
Nevada Low Ball? That’s a new one 
on me. 
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WES
It’s quite easy. Each player is 
dealt four cards, like Omaha. 
Everyone discards, with the small 
and big blind’s discards becoming 
the two card flop. Two more 
community cards follow as the Turn 
and the River. Blinds and betting 
are just like Hold ‘em. 

JOHN
Sounds easy enough. The discard 
flop is interesting. 

WES
Brings a new dynamic to the game. 
The small and big blind can use it 
to disguise their hand. Put a bluff 
in the middle. Or to just put their 
weakest card in. Either way, they 
try to Low Ball the rest of the 
players.  

JOHN
Very nice. 

WES
Shall we play?

John nods his approval.

WES
Alright. Blinds are fifty and a 
hundred. 

JOHN
That’s my kind of action.

(beat)
Say, don’t I know you from 
somewhere, dealer?

WES
No, I don’t believe we’ve met, sir.

JOHN
Sir. I like that.  

AMBER
I’ll bet they make you talk like 
that.
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WES
Yes, ma’am.

(to all players)
Place your blinds please.

Amber smiles at him. 

Wes deals four cards, face down, to every player. They all 
discard and the small and big blind’s cards go in the middle, 
face down. 

Amber glances at her cards then back up at Wes with a coy 
little smile.

AMBER
I call.

She throws in some chips. Wes points to John.

WES
Action’s to you, sir.

John glances at his cards.

JOHN
I think I’ll raise.

John throws in his chips. 

The Asian Player from before looks John up and down. 

John just stares at Wes as he chews on an unlit Al Capone.

ASIAN PLAYER
I’ll call you, old-timer.

John pulls his stare away from Wes for a moment to address 
the Asian Player.

JOHN
Good. A little action.

Everyone else folds around the table, except Amber of course, 
who calls the raise.

WES
Three way action. Let’s see the 
Flop.

Wes flips the two cards over in the middle. He motions to the 
Asian player.

WES
Action’s to you, sir.
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Wes glances at John and Amber. 

John smiles, as does Amber. 

The Asian Player bets, Amber and John call right behind him. 

Wes then deals out the Turn card.

WES 
(to John and Amber)

You folks from around here?

JOHN
Nope. We’re from Oklahoma.

Everyone bets and calls again. Wes deals out the River card.

WES
What brings you to Pahrump?

JOHN
Business.

The Asian Player places a large bet. 

Amber hesitates, then folds. 

Wes motions to John.

WES
Actions to you, sir. Call, raise, 
or fold. 

John and Wes lock eyes.

JOHN
I never fold.

John makes the call.

WES
Let’s see ‘em, gentlemen.

John flips his cards over, shows Trip Aces. 

The Asian Player mucks his cards. 

John smiles at Wes, pulls his Zippo, and lights his soggy 
cigar. 

WES (CONT’D)
Winner. Three-of-a-kind. Aces.

Wes pushes John his winnings.
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EXT. CASINO/PARKING LOT - LATER

John and Amber walk to their car.

AMBER
You sure that’s our guy?

JOHN
That’s him alright... 

FLASHBACK - JOHN AND THE PROFESSOR

INT. PROFESSOR’S OFFICE - DAY

A classy looking office with cherry wood cabinets and a 
matching desk. On one wall is a beautiful, Zen rock fountain 
that stretches about five feet wide.

The Professor types at his desk on his laptop.

A knock at the door.

PROFESSOR
Come in.

John enters and the Professor gets up to greet him.

JOHN
How you doin’, Professor?

PROFESSOR
John, you old dog. Thanks for 
coming down. I’m good.

They shake hands.

JOHN
Always a pleasure, Professor.

PROFESSOR
How was the drive down here?

JOHN
Relaxing.

PROFESSOR
Still driving that old Crown Vic?

JOHN
(with a proud smile)

Yes, sir.
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PROFESSOR
Still don’t like flying, huh?

JOHN
Just love my car that’s all. You 
can’t see this beautiful country of 
ours zoomin’ around in some big 
metal bird.

PROFESSOR
Well, you have me there.

(beat)
Please, take a seat.

The Professor retakes his seat behind his desk. 

John sits opposite to him.

PROFESSOR
How’s Amber?

JOHN
Doin’ fine, boss. How’s the family?

PROFESSOR
Good, John. Real good. 

JOHN
So what’s the job?

PROFESSOR
Right to business. That’s what I 
like about you, John.

John smiles and shrugs.

The Professor opens a cigar box at the end of the desk, pulls 
two cigars, and offers one to John.

John accepts the offer and pulls out his Zippo. He leans over 
to light the Professor’s cigar first, then sits back and 
lights his own.

PROFESSOR
Well, the opportunity for 
redemption is about to be lain 
before you, John. 

JOHN
You don’t say?

PROFESSOR
I do say. You remember those kids 
out in Pahrump that hit Domingo?
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John finishes lighting his cigar, clips the lighter closed 
matter-of-factly, then drops his hand down.  

JOHN
I recall.

PROFESSOR
Well, It seems those boys were 
foolish enough to come back to 
town.

(takes a puff)
I need you to finish the job, John. 

JOHN
You think they still have the loot?

The Professor waves his cigar. 

PROFESSOR
(slightly annoyed)

I don’t care about that anymore!
(composes himself)

If they do, half is yours, on top 
of your usual pay of course. I just 
want you to handle this for me.

(beat)
Make an example of those kids, so 
no one will think twice about 
crossing me again.

JOHN
Always glad to help out, Professor. 
Besides, I’ve been itchin’ to get 
back at them boys ever since they 
managed to... elude me the last 
time.

PROFESSOR
We all have a bad day now and then. 
I know you’ll come through for me, 
John.

John offers a small salute of respect.

PROFESSOR (CONT’D)
Oh, and one more thing, John. I did 
some digging of my own.

(takes a big puff)
I know the little fink that got 
them out of town last time too. I 
want you to pay him a visit as 
well.

John smiles with his cigar bit between his teeth.
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JOHN
Love to, boss.

Smoke curls around John’s face.

END FLASHBACK.

BACK TO SCENE

John smiles at Amber over the car.

JOHN (CONT’D)
Poor bastard, just hangs with the 
wrong crowd.

Amber smiles at John as they get into the car and leave the 
casino. 

INT. WES AND MAGGIE’S HOUSE/KITCHEN - NIGHT

A modern kitchen. Red oak cabinets. Stainless steel 
appliances. 

Maggie works vigorously over the stove, just finishing up 
dinner. She wears a sexy but classy, short, red dress.  

She can hear Wes, just getting home, open and close the front 
door.

MAGGIE
Is that you baby?

WES (O.S.)
Yeah. Ooh, something smells good.

MAGGIE
Why thank you.

Wes enters the kitchen. He looks his beautiful wife up and 
down.

WES
Ooh. Someone looks good too.

Wes walks up behind Maggie, embraces her, and kisses her on 
the neck. 

Maggie wraps one arm up and around his head. 

MAGGIE
Mmm... Hi baby.
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WES
What’s cookin’?

MAGGIE
I made your favorite - Spinach 
Gorgonzola. Now go get cleaned up.

WES
What’s the occasion?

MAGGIE
None of your business. Now go wash 
up.

Wes smacks Maggie on the butt as he heads for the bedroom.

MAGGIE
Oh!

INT. DINING ROOM - LATER

Maggie and Wes are in the middle of a candle light dinner. 
They sit at either end of a rectangular dining room table. 

Wes is all cleaned up and wears a nice, black, button-up 
shirt. 

Maggie just smiles and twirls her pasta. She has a glow about 
her.

WES
So?

MAGGIE
So, what? How was your day?

WES
It was fine. And yours?

MAGGIE
(smiles playfully)

It was fine.

WES
Would you just tell me what’s going 
on, you weirdo. 

They laugh.

MAGGIE
(smiles)

There’s nothing going on.
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WES
That’s it...

Wes scoops up a heaping spoonful of his pasta. 

WES (CONT’D)
If you don’t tell me what’s going 
on in three seconds, you are going 
to be covered in hot, delicious, 
Gorgonzola pasta.

MAGGIE
You really like it?

WES
(chuckles)

I’m serious.

MAGGIE
(giggling)

You better not.

WES
Don’t think I won’t. 

Maggie makes as straight a face as she can.

WES
One...

Maggie doesn’t give.

WES (CONT’D)
...Two...

Maggie holds her ground. She can barely contain her laughter. 

WES (CONT’D)
...Threeee.

MAGGIE
I’m pregnant!

Maggie smiles and bites her lower lip. 

Wes looks dumbfounded. 

WES
You’re kidding?

MAGGIE
Nope. Took three tests this 
morning.
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A look of pure endearment washes over Wes’ face. He lowers 
his pasta catapult, slowly gets up, and strolls over to 
Maggie. He leans in and softly kisses her lips. 

Maggie stands and they explode into a frenzy of passion. 

Wes lifts her up onto the table with the greatest of ease. 

Maggie hastily unbuttons his shirt like a pro. 

Wes slips off Maggie’s dainty silk panties from under her 
dress as she kicks off her heels and sends them sliding 
across the room.

FADE IN:

EXT. SOMEWHERE IN THE DESERT - DAY

The sun is at its highest point. A hazy blue is the sky. 

The sound of dirt being shoveled breaks the silence of the 
desolate desert.

HOLE IN THE GROUND

John and Amber stand over a huge grave-like hole. Both of 
them wear black from head-to-toe, complete with dark 
sunglasses, and matching NRA hats. 

John holds his .44 at his front. 

Amber holds a BLACK SHOTGUN.

Shovels full of dirt come flying out of the grave every few 
seconds, accompanied by heavy pants.

We reveal Vinnie to be the one in the hole digging, sweaty, 
and covered in dirt. He continues to dig and shoots an evil 
eye at John with each heap of earth moved. After about five 
more...  

JOHN
I think that’s enough.

Vinnie’s arms drop. He shoots daggers from his eyes as he 
tosses the shovel out of the hole. 

The three of them just stare at each other for several 
moments. 

Dead silence, except for Vinnie’s heavy pants and wheezes. 
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John and Amber stand motionless.

John suddenly raises his .44 and fires with great accuracy, 
right into Vinnie’s shoulder. Blood splatters the dirt behind 
him. 

VINNIE
Aggghh!

Vinnie is knocked to the ground by the force of the shot. He 
cups his shoulder and moans in agony. 

John kneels down with a grunt.

JOHN
So here we are again, Vincent.
You guys shouldn’t have come back. 
Not very smart. 

(beat)
Where did you and your little pal 
get off to anyway?

(smiles toothily)
We sure missed you kids.

Vinnie says nothing.

JOHN (CONT’D)
Doesn’t matter. We’re all back 
together now.

(raises his arms)
Well, all of us except James. No... 
I don’t think he’ll be joining us.
He’s taking himself a long dirt nap 
out in this great, big, beautiful 
desert.    

Vinnie spits but comes short of hitting John. 

John laughs.

JOHN
Now don’t be like that, Vincent. I 
could of killed you too just then.

(beat)
But I don’t want to.

(beat)
Instead, I’m gonna give you a 
chance to make good... it seems a 
chance for redemption has been laid 
at your feet, son.   

John pulls out one of his mini cigars and lights up. He takes 
a few puffs before he speaks again.
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JOHN (CONT’D)
(gets serious)

You got five days. Either you have 
the loot...

(points with his gun)
Or you go in the hole... 

John stands and throws Vinnie a card.

JOHN (CONT’D)
Call me when you have the money.

(takes a puff)
Oh, and tell your boy Wesley... 
it’s on him too.

(smiles)
Him and that pretty little lady of 
his.   

John holsters his weapon, then he and Amber turn and leave. 

Vinnie hears them get into their car and drive off, dust 
fills the hole. He coughs and inspects his wound. His shirt 
is soaked in blood. 

INT. CALEB’S HOUSE/LIVING ROOM - EVENING

Caleb and Wes are slouched on the couch watching TV and 
having a beer. We hold for a long beat.  

CALEB
So what are you gonna name my boy?

WES
That’s funny.

Wes takes a swig of his beer as they are interrupted by a 
loud THUD at the door.

CALEB
(sits up)

What the hell? 

Caleb grabs a pistol from the coffee table. He and Wes 
exchange looks.  

WES
Damn, bro! Relax.

CALEB
Shut up. 

Caleb heads for the window and peers out. He gives Wes a look 
and goes for the door.  
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WES
Who is it?

When Caleb opens it, a bloodied Vinnie slumps to the floor 
unconscious. 

CALEB
Holy shit! It’s Vinnie!

Wes runs to the door. 

CALEB (CONT’D)
Help me get him to the car!

WES
Vinnie!

(slaps his face)
Come, Vin!

(to Caleb)
What the hell is he even doing 
here? 

They lift Vinnie’s limp body and start out the door. 

CALEB
I have no idea.

INT. HOSPITAL - DAY

Vinnie lies asleep in a hospital bed, his wound is cleaned 
and dressed. 

Wes sleeps in a chair by his bed. 

Vinnie stirs then opens his eyes.

VINNIE
(groggily)

Wes?

Wes springs up.

WES
Yeah. Hey man. How are you feeling?

VINNIE
Good I guess. How long have I been 
here?

WES
Since last night.
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VINNIE
What? I have to get out of here!

Vinnie tries to sit up, but painfully fails.

WES 
Don’t move. Just take it easy...

Wes stands.

WES (CONT’D)
What the hell happened to you? What 
the hell are you even doing here?

VINNIE
We just came back to handle some 
things.

(beat)
They took me out to the desert 
again.

Wes turns and paces the room.

WES
Dammit, Vinnie! I told you guys not 
to come back here. 

VINNIE
I know.

(lowers his head)
They killed James.

Wes’ face drops.

WES
What! When?

VINNIE
I don’t know.

WES
Well then how do you know?

VINNIE
He told me. 

WES
He told you they killed him?

VINNIE
In so many words. He says I’m next 
if I don’t come up with the money 
in a week. 
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WES
(wipes his face)

Do you have anything left?

VINNIE
No. It’s all gone. The money and 
the drugs.

WES
Damn, Vinnie.

(beat)
I don’t know what to tell you this 
time. You shouldn’t have come back 
here, man. 

VINNIE
I know alright...

Vinnie suddenly turns serious.

VINNIE (CONT’D)
There’s something else.

Wes looks over at Vinnie with a look of concern on his face.

WES
What?

VINNIE
He said...

(beat)
That it’s on you too now.

WES
What?

Wes rushes Vinnie’s bed and grabs him by the collar of his 
hospital gown.

WES (CONT’D)
What the hell are you talking 
about? What’s on me?

Vinnie seems reluctant to say. 

VINNIE
Everything. 

(stutters)
He... he said that it’s on you 
too...

(long beat)
And Maggie. 
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WES
WHAT?!?

Wes pounces and forcefully grabs Vinnie’s hair and lower jaw. 

Vinnie struggles to get free from Wes’ ferocious grip. 

VINNIE
I’m sorry man- 

WES
You’re sorry! You’re fucking 
sorry?!?

Wes attacks, slaps him repeatedly, and stabs his thumb deep 
into the fresh bullet wound on Vinnie’s arm, right through 
the gauze. 

Vinnie screams in agonizing pain.

WES (CONT’D)
Listen to me, you little rat mother 
fucker!

(through gritted teeth)
You better pray, that no harm comes 
to Maggie... 

Wes tightens his grip on Vinnie’s hair and buries his thumb 
deeper into his wound. 

WES (CONT’D)
(dead serious)

Or I swear to God, Vinnie, I will 
bleed you like the fat pig you 
are... nice and slow.

The scene is suddenly interrupted by that sound of a metallic 
tray crashing to the floor. 

Wes looks over to see a NURSE, looking frightened and frozen 
by the door. 

Wes pushes off of Vinnie, adding one last insult to his 
injuries, then casually heads for the door, bumping the nurse 
as he passes by, startling her. 

INT. WES AND MAGGIE’S HOUSE - DAY

Wes bursts into the house and rushes to the kitchen. 
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KITCHEN

Maggie is not there.

WES
Maggie! You here baby?

MAGGIE (O.S.)
(oblivious)

Yeah sweetie.

Maggie appears from the back hallway. 

Wes spins around and rushes to embrace her. He holds her like 
he hasn’t seen her in years.

WES
Thank God you’re okay.

MAGGIE
Wes. What’s the matter?

Maggie looks concerned and scared.

INT. WES AND MAGGIE’S CAR/MOVING - LATER

Wes drives aggressively while Maggie frantically tries to 
understand the situation. The engine revs above normal.  

MAGGIE
I told you this would happen!

WES
I know you did, and you were right 
okay! But that won’t help us now!

(beat)
We need to get out of town!

MAGGIE
What? Jeez, Wesley! We have a life 
here. Now we have to just up and 
leave because of your asshole 
friends?

WES
It’s better than the alternative.

Wes just gives her a look. 

Maggie lowers her head. 
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EXT. HOSPITAL - LATER

Vinnie exits the hospital, a sling on his arm, and looks 
around, paranoid.

He notices the Crown Victoria sitting in the parking lot. 

John, a cigar in his mouth, salutes him from inside the car. 
Amber, in the passenger seat, kisses the air and smiles. 

Up pulls a cab and drops off an elderly lady. Vinnie quickly 
hops in, practically knocking the old lady over. 

INT. TAXI-CAB/MOVING - CONTINUOUS

Vinnie looks behind him as they pull away. The Crown Vic 
pulls out and follows.

CABDRIVER (O.S.)
Where to, sir?

VINNIE
(to himself)

Shit.

CABDRIVER (O.S.)
Sir?

VINNIE
Meier street.

Vinnie glances back as he nervously lights up a cigarette.

EXT. CALEB’S HOUSE - LATER

Vinnie walks up to the front door. The cab pulls away. He 
knocks on the door as he watches his back.

The Crown Vic slowly pulls by, mocking Vinnie. 

Caleb opens the door.

INT. CALEB’S HOUSE/LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Vinnie pushes right passed Caleb and into the house. 

VINNIE
Shut the door!
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CALEB
Vinnie? What the hell man?

VINNIE
Just shut the damn door!

Caleb peers out as he closes the door. 

Vinnie peeks out the window.

CALEB
What’s going on, Vinnie? What are 
you doing here?!

VINNIE
They’re following me!

CALEB
And you come here?!

Vinnie ignores him, just keeps checking out the window.

CALEB (CONT’D)
You can’t be bringing that shit 
here, Vin.

Vinnie paces the floor.

CALEB
I mean it, Vinnie! They work for 
the Professor! I don’t need that 
kind of heat here, man!

VINNIE
Please, Caleb! I just need to... 
fuck! I don’t know!

(beat)
I need your help man. I need some 
money.

CALEB
Well why didn’t you say so. Just 
fill out a withdrawal slip at the 
counter and I’ll get that for you.

Vinnie stops and turns to face Caleb. He steps in close.

VINNIE
Look man. I’m gonna tell you 
something that no one else knows 
except me and James, and James is 
dead, so it’s just me now.
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CALEB
Holy shit. James is dead?

VINNIE
Yes man! Can you focus please?!

CALEB
Okay, okay.

VINNIE
You know that guy we hit last year? 

CALEB
Domingo. What about him?

Vinnie gets serious.

VINNIE
We didn’t kill Domingo. 

Caleb gets very interested.

CALEB
What? Who did?

VINNIE
That’s not important now. We came 
back to handle the rat, but I don’t 
give a shit anymore. The important 
thing, is that we still have the 
loot.

Caleb smiles a sadistic smile.

CALEB
Where?

INT. CALEB’S TRUCK/MOVING - LATER

Caleb makes a right turn onto a main road. 

The Crown Vic pulls out after them and follows closely 
behind. 

VINNIE (O.S.)
(ducked in the cab)

They still there?

CALEB
(glances in the rear-view)

Yep.
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VINNIE (O.S.)
Just keep going. We need to lose 
them somehow. 

CALEB
How much money did you say was 
left?

VINNIE (O.S.)
More than you’ve ever seen.

Caleb glances in the rear view.

CALEB
We’ll lose ‘em.

EXT. BOTH CARS/MOVING - CONTINUOUS

Caleb floors it and makes a hard left turn. The Crown Vic 
quickly follows suit. 

INTERIOR CROWN VIC

John laughs. 

JOHN
Looks like we got ourselves a good 
old fashion car chase, Amber! 

EXTERIOR BOTH CARS

Caleb’s truck screeches left and right as he tries to block 
John’s Crown Vic from moving up on him.   

John swerves back and forth and finally gets next to them on 
their passenger side.  

Amber sits in her open window wielding a shotgun, aiming over 
the Crown Vic. She FIRES! And blows out the passenger window 
of the truck.   

Vinnie pops his head up in shock from the blast. Caleb 
frantically looks over at John 

JOHN
(yells)

Where you goin, boys?
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INTERIOR TRUCK

Vinnie cowers in the back seat. 

VINNIE
Go man! Floor it! 

CALEB
What kind of shit you get me into, 
Vinnie?!?

Amber FIRES another shot that takes out Caleb’s rear view 
mirror and half the windshield. Caleb ducks and swerves. 

CALEB
Shit! That bitch is surgical with 
that thing! 

INTERIOR CROWN VIC

John laughs.

JOHN
Vinnie! You in there, son?!?

John pulls his .44 out and hangs it out the window.  

Vinnie stupidly pops his head up slightly as John FIRES! 
Nearly taking his head off, glass shatters.

EXTERIOR BOTH CARS

John laughs again as he pulls his gun back in. He REVS the 
engine and easily overtakes the truck. 

With the Crown Vic now in front, Amber takes aim and UNLOADS 
on the grill of the truck, the cheap plastic grill splinters 
and explodes.  

The truck weaves and slows its pace.  

The Crown Vic slows its pace and drops back next to them on 
their driver’s side. 

Amber slips back inside the car. She takes aim and BLOWS out 
Caleb’s window. 

INTERIOR TRUCK

Caleb ducks the shot as he is showered by the shattered 
glass.   
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CALEB
Fuck this!

EXTERIOR BOTH CARS

The truck veers off road into the desert. 

The Crown Vic comes to a screeching halt as they fishtail to 
a stop. 

INTERIOR CROWN VIC

John and Amber watch as Caleb’s truck romps off in a cloud of 
dust. 

John picks up his cell and dials. 

John pulls one of his cigars and lights up. He chuckles and 
slaps Amber on the thigh. 

JOHN
Woohee! That was fun. 

AMBER
(flirtatious)

We’re not goin’ after ‘em?

JOHN
Nah. We need ‘em alive if we want 
to see our money again. 

(squeezes her thigh)
Besides, watching you wielding that 
shotgun, I think we should go have 
ourselves a little quality time.

(smiles)
We’ll get them boys later. 

Amber smiles and bites her lower lip.

EXT. HOTEL - NIGHT

Wes’ car pulls up to a hotel on the outskirts of town. The 
hotel sign reads: “AROUND THE WORLD HOTEL”. 

There’s nothing around for miles.

INT. HOTEL ROOM - MOMENTS LATER

A dark room. The door unlocks and opens. Wes and Maggie 
enter. The outside lights dimly illuminate the room. 
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Maggie flips the light on. Wes closes the door. 

They drop their bags on the queen size bed. 

Wes peers out the window. Maggie paces the floor.

WES
I don’t think anyone followed us.

MAGGIE
(scared)

What the heck are we gonna do, 
Wesley? 

WES
I don’t know! Just let me think for 
a sec! 

MAGGIE
That’s the problem, Wes! You 
weren’t thinking! I told you not to 
help those idiots! 

Wes is getting visibly frustrated. 

WES
Maggie-

MAGGIE
No! You got us into this mess! Now 
what are you going to do about it?!

WES
Maggie please, shut the hell up for 
a sec!

Maggie gets in his face.

MAGGIE
Damnit. Wesley! I’m carrying your 
baby!    

WES
(raising his voice)

Fuck, Maggie! I know alright! 
You’re not helping-

Maggie gets quiet.

MAGGIE
Is that the way you talk to me now? 
You know what, I’ll take care of 
myself!
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Maggie heads for the door.

WES
Damnit, Maggie!

Wes forcefully grabs Maggie and tries to keep her from 
leaving. 

Maggie flips out and begins struggling and slapping Wes. 

MAGGIE
No! No!

WES
(struggling)

Maggie-
(she slaps him)

You can’t-
(another slap)

Maggie stop it! 

Wes pins Maggie up against the wall by her throat and 
squeezes. 

Maggie looks terrified. 

Wes instantly realizes what he’s doing and releases but the 
damage is already done. 

Maggie looks at him with fear and disgust. 

MAGGIE
(quietly)

You’re just like them. 

She walks to the bathroom, broken and defeated. 

Wes tries to catch her.

WES
(apologetic)

Maggie?

Maggie slams the bathroom door. 

Wes pleads through the door. 

WES
Come on, Maggie. Open the door?

Silence.

WES
I’m sorry, Maggie. 
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Still nothing. 

Wes, defeated as well, exits the hotel room.  

EXT. EVAN’S HOUSE - LATER

Vinnie and Caleb dig vigorously in Evan’s back yard. 

Vinnie - despite his injury - does surprisingly well with 
only one good arm. 

SUPER: “SOMEWHERE IN LAS VEGAS”

EVAN(32), red hair, flaming gay, watches off to the side 
while he smokes a cigarette and complains.

EVAN
When did you put this shit here, 
Vinnie?

VINNIE
I’m sorry, Evan. I didn’t want to 
tell you. Thought you might get 
upset. 

EVAN
You’re damn right I would be upset! 
What if the Professor found out? 
He’d probably kill me for helping 
you. 

VINNIE
You didn’t help me. You didn’t even 
know it was here.

EVAN
Yeah, well he doesn’t f’in know 
that!

(takes a drag)
And something tells me he wouldn’t 
stop to ask before he put a bullet 
in my pretty little ass.

Vinnie suddenly stops digging.

VINNIE
Alright, Evan! I’m sorry! What do 
you want from me?!

Evan ponders and shrugs coyly.
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EVAN
Ten thousand?

VINNIE
Fine! I’m taking your car though!

CALEB
(stops digging)

What?

VINNIE
Just fucking dig. There’s more than 
enough.

CALEB
That’s coming out of your share.

VINNIE
Fine!

Evan rolls his eyes while they continue to dig.

EVAN
(huffs)

Men.

The sound of metal against wood comes from the hole. Vinnie 
and Caleb look at each other.

CALEB
(smiles)

Jack pot.

They all smile and laugh.

INT. AROUND THE WORLD BAR - LATER

Wes sits at the bar drowning his sorrows in a stiff drink. He 
ponders for a moment then pulls his cell from his pocket. He 
dials.

WES
Hey.

(beat)
Yeah, I know. I know. 

(beat)
My back’s against the wall here, 
man. 

(beat)
We’re at... 

(hesitates)
We’re at the Around The World.
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(beat)
Alright.  

Wes hangs the phone up. Tension and worry are clear on his 
face as he swigs the rest of his drink. 

EXT. HOTEL ROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Wes approaches the door and goes for the handle, but stops.  

He looks at the door and shakes his head. He turns and heads 
for his car. He hops in, shuts the door and lays the seat 
back.

INT. WES’ CAR - MORNING

Wes is hard a sleep. All is quiet for a beat - BANG! BANG! 
BANG! - someone knocks at the window, startling Wes awake. 

Outside the window stands Jack.

EXT. HOTEL PARKING LOT - MOMENTS LATER

They both have a cigarette.  

JACK
Man, I’m glad you called me. You 
really fucked up helping those 
idiots. 

WES
(sarcastically)

Thanks.

Awkward silence. 

JACK
Look, the Professor just wants his 
money.

WES
I had nothing to do with that, 
Jack! 

JACK
He doesn’t see it that way, Wes. 
You know that.

Wes ponders for a moment.
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WES
So what am I supposed to do? 

JACK
I can put in a good word for you. 
Put you on a payment plan. Let him 
know that you mean good, regardless 
of whether it’s your fault or not.

Silence for a moment.

Wes shakes his head.

JACK
He will want a down though.

WES
How much?

JACK
Five thousand.

WES
Five G’s? I don’t have five 
thousand dollars!

JACK
Well shit, Wes. I’m trying to get 
you out of this. You have to work 
with me here.

Wes contemplates for a moment. 

WES
I just don’t have it, Jack.

JACK
You don’t have any savings?

WES
Maybe, like five hundred.

They both think for a minute. Jack finishes his cigarette and 
flicks it.

JACK
Alright look. I have some money in 
the bank. And I don’t want to see 
you guys go down. Maybe Vinnie, but 
not you and Maggie.  

Jack pulls his checkbook from his back pocket.
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WES
A check?

JACK
What? I can’t carry a checkbook? I 
gotta keep it real too, Wes.

They both laugh. Jack scribbles out a check to Wes and rips 
it out.

JACK
If the Professor finds out I did 
this, I’m a dead man. So you had 
this lying around, under your 
mattress or something. Alright?

Wes takes the check.

WES
Yeah. No problem. Thanks, Jack.

JACK
Yeah, yeah. Just take this down to 
the bank, and I’ll get a hold of 
the Professor and let him know 
you’re going to play ball.  

WES
What about the rest of the money? 
You know I can’t afford any 
payments.

JACK
It’s the only way, Wes. I’ll help 
you when I can. Besides, the 
alternative is no good.

WES
I hear you. 

(beat)
Can you stay here till I get back? 
Keep an eye on Maggie for me?

JACK
Sure thing, Wes...

(smiles)
What are friends for?

INT. EVAN’S CAR/MOVING - AFTERNOON

Vinnie(driver) and Caleb(passenger) head down a desert 
highway.
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CALEB
Wow, man. Just yesterday I was a 
broke ass veteran. And now, I’m a 
rich son-of-a-bitch! 

Caleb holds a wad of cash in his hands and smiles.

VINNIE
We are rich. 

CALEB
Now we just have to go get Wes and 
Maggie.

VINNIE
What? Fuck that! We need to get out 
of town.

CALEB
What? Hell no! You said the 
Professor wants them too. We can’t 
just leave ‘em hangin’. 

VINNIE
Fuck that. 

The mood grows intense and the car goes quiet. 

Before Caleb can even say another word, Vinnie swiftly pulls 
a REVOLVER and presses it against Caleb’s temple.

VINNIE
I ain’t going back.

(beat)
And neither are you. 

Vinnie cocks the hammer back and Caleb instinctively takes 
evasive action. He grabs for the gun and he and Vinnie 
struggle to gain the upper hand. The tires screech loudly.  

Vinnie gets off two shots that fracture and exit the 
windshield. 

FROM OUTSIDE THE CAR

We see the car screech and swerve into oncoming traffic. An 
oncoming car is forced off the road, over corrects and 
tumbles in a violent crash. 

Vinnie and Caleb’s car erratically comes to a halt in a cloud 
of dust and gravel. As the dust settles, we can barely see 
the struggle through the dusty windows. Suddenly - POP! - the 
gun goes off and blood splatters the passenger window.  
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Hold on the car for a long beat. 

The passenger door opens and Vinnie kicks Caleb’s lifeless 
body out into the desert, his body rolls down into a deep 
ditch off the side of the road.  

Vinnie slams the door shut and speeds off in a hail of rocks 
and dirt and screeching tires.

INT. BANK - LATER

The bank is busy and full to capacity. 

Wes impatiently waits in line as he nervously bobs up and 
down. 

INT. WES AND MAGGIE’S HOTEL ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Maggie is done with a shower. She sits on the bed in nothing 
but a towel and watches TV. 

There’s a knock at the door. She rushes over and opens it.

MAGGIE
(distant)

What, did you forget your key?

Jack stands all cool guy on the other side. He smiles.

JACK
Hey there, beautiful.

INT. BANK - CONTINUOUS

It’s finally Wes’ turn in line. 

The BANK TELLER(40), looks her age, calls him over. 

He approaches the counter and hands over the check.

WES
I just need to cash this please.

BANK TELLER
And do you have an account with us?

WES
No.
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BANK TELLER
I’ll just need two forms of ID 
please. 

Wes pulls out his wallet and hands over the documents.

BANK TELLER 
Thank you.

The Bank Teller runs through procedures. She takes her sweet 
time of course. It finally looks like she is done when... 

BANK TELLER
I’m sorry sir, but we can’t cash 
this.

WES
What? Why?

BANK TELLER
This account is closed. 

Wes’ face drops with a look of realization. He turns and runs 
out of the bank.

EXT. AROUND THE WORLD HOTEL - CONTINUOUS

Jack drags a half naked Maggie, with nothing but panties and 
a bra on, through the parking lot to his Buick. 

Maggie struggles, but it’s no use.

MAGGIE
You piece of shit! You’re supposed 
to be Wes’ friend!

She spits on him. 

Jack turns and hits her hard in the mouth. Her body goes limp 
in his arms. He opens the back door to his Buick and tosses 
her in the back seat.

INT. WES’ CAR - MOVING - EVENING

Wes speeds to the hotel like a madman. 

INT. WES AND MAGGIE’S HOTEL ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Wes busts through the door.
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WES
Maggie? 

(he searches)
Maggie?!? 

He’s too late. Maggie is gone.

INT. JACK’S CAR/MOVING - EVENING

Jack speaks into his cell.

JACK
Yeah.

(beat)
Yeah, I got her. I’m taking her to 
John right now.

(glances in the rear view)
I’ll be there in about fifteen 
minutes.

EXT. JOHN AND AMBER’S HOTEL - LATER

John stands in the parking lot and smokes one of his mini 
cigars. 

Jack pulls up in a cloud of dust and hops out.

JOHN
Howdy, Jack.

JACK
How are you, John?

They shake hands.

JOHN
I’m doin’ just fine, Jackson. How’s 
the promotion treatin’ you?

JACK
Very good, sir. Very good.

JOHN
Well, you got somethin’ for me?

JACK
Sure do. 

I/E. JACK’S CAR - CONTINUOUS

Maggie just comes to as Jack opens the door. 
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John stands next to Jack and smiles at her with a mini cigar 
in his teeth.

JOHN
Well isn’t that precious.

They laugh. 

Maggie struggles to get out the other side of the car as they 
pull at her legs. She kicks Jack square in the nose. He cups 
his nose and stumbles back.

JACK 
(muffled)

Fucking bitch!

Jack rejoins John with anger and determination.

MAGGIE
SOMEBODY HELP ME!!

INT. WES AND MAGGIE’S HOTEL ROOM - EVENING

Wes paces the floor of his hotel room as he tries to think of 
his next move. He reaches for his cell and dials. The line 
just rings.

EXT. DESERT - CONTINUOUS

Caleb lies motionless in the desert ditch while his cell 
phone rings in his pocket. Some blood is spilled out onto the 
desert. 

INT. JOHN AND AMBER’S HOTEL ROOM - NIGHT

John and Jack finish up the last knots around Maggie’s 
ankles. Her wrists, ankles, and mouth are all securely tied 
and gagged. 

JOHN
Thank you much, Jackson. I think we 
can take it from here.
 

JACK
Yes, sir. Here’s Wes’ number...

Jack hands John piece of paper. 

JACK (CONT’D)
I’m sure he’s expecting your call. 
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JOHN
(smiles)

The Professor would be proud, son. 
You’re a true soldier.

They smile at each other and shake hands.

INT. WES AND MAGGIE’S HOTEL ROOM - LATER

The room is dark. Wes sits at the chair and table by the 
window. The lights from outside shine in on his back, casting 
his face in shadow.

He glances down at a note in his hand; which reads: “8:00pm, 
be by the phone”. He then glances down at the clock on the 
night-stand; which reads: “8:01 PM”.

The phone rings as he crumbles the paper and mechanically 
picks up the phone.

INT. JOHN AND AMBER’S HOTEL ROOM - CONTINUOUS

John sits in some boxers and wife beater at the chair and 
table by his window. His grey hairy chest is sweaty and shiny 
from the rays of the outside neon lights that gleam in 
through the window. He smokes one of his signature cigars.

Amber, naked, lies half covered by the sheets, asleep on the 
bed. 

John smiles proudly, drops his head back, and smokes as he 
speaks to Wes. 

INTERCUT: PHONE CONVERSATION - JOHN/WES

JOHN
Hello, Wesley. 

WES
Where is she?

JOHN
Oh, don’t you worry about yer’ 
pretty little honey bee. She’s just 
fine.

John glances over at Maggie all tied up on the floor not more 
than a few feet away. He smiles. Maggie turns away in 
disgust.
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WES
If anything happens to her-

JOHN
I told you, she’s fine. And she’ll 
remain that way, as long as I get 
my money.

WES
How do I know that?

JOHN
You have my word, Wesley.

Wes says nothing. He just grips and squeezes the 9 MM he 
holds on his knee.

JOHN
Wesley. You still there?

WES
Yes. And I’ll have your money 
tomorrow.

JOHN
All of it?

WES
I’ll have enough.

JOHN
Well I guess enough will have to be 
enough then. Why don’t you bring it 
on by my hotel.

WES
I don’t think so.

JOHN
Well where do you suggest we meet 
then?

WES
The dry lake bed.

JOHN
The lake bed, huh? Why’s that, 
Wesley?

WES
It’s secluded. It’s wide open. 
There’s nowhere for either of us to 
hide. 
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John thinks for a minute.

JOHN
Nose to nose. I like your style, 
son. 

WES
I’ll be there at noon. 

JOHN
High noon! My favorite time of day. 
I’ll see ya’ tomorrow then, big 
fella. 

John sets the phone down on the table and looks over at 
Maggie. 

JOHN 
It looks like yer’ hero will come 
through after all. We’re gonna meet 
him tomorrow...

(bites down on his cigar)
In the desert.

Maggie doesn’t turn to face John. She just stares at the wall 
with tears in her eyes.

EXT. CROWN VIC/MOVING - AFTERNOON

The sun is high and blazing hot in the sky. 

The Crown Vic speeds down a dirt road. Dust billows out from 
behind the car as it barrels toward its destination. 

EXT. DRY LAKE BED - LATER

The wind whistles and the sun beams down.

Wes stands alone in the middle of the vast waste land that is 
the dry lake bed. 

A BLACK BAG sits about thirty feet away from him on the 
desert floor.  

A car approaches in the distance - it’s the Crown Vic. 

Wes pulls a cigarette from his pocket and lights it as the 
Crown Vic pulls up and stops about fifty feet away. 

As the dust from the car clears, John and Amber open the car 
doors on either side. They swiftly strife out in opposite 
directions until they and Wes form a TRIANGLE OF DEATH. 
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The BAG sits in the middle. 

John keeps his hand close to the .44 at his hip. Amber holds 
a BLACK SHOTGUN at her front. 

Wes just smokes his cigarette. 

JOHN
Afternoon, Wesley.

WES
(takes a drag)

Where’s Maggie?

JOHN
Is that my money?

John points to the bag.

WES
Sure is. Where’s my wife?

JOHN
(smiles)

She’s in the trunk.

INSERT: MAGGIE POUNDS AND SCREAMS FROM WITHIN THE TRUNK

BACK TO SCENE

WES
Get her out!

JOHN
Oh, I don’t think so. I think maybe 
we should handle some business 
first.

WES
Your money’s right there. Now let 
her go.

JOHN
That’s not the way it’s gonna go 
down, Wesley.

WES
You gave me your word.
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JOHN
I gave you my word that Maggie 
would be okay. I never said it 
would be easy to get her back.

John places an Al Capone in his teeth and smiles. 

All is quiet except the whistle from the occasional breeze.

WES
What do you have in mind?

JOHN
Well, considering this... grandiose 
setting you’ve chosen...

John raises his arms and turns a little.

JOHN (CONT’D)
Not to mention, the particular time 
of day, I say we have ourselves
a good old-fashion draw. Just like 
in the Old West.

(lights his cigar and 
smiles)

I’ve always wanted to do that.

Silent pause.

WES
And the last man standing?

JOHN
The last man standing gets the 
girl, and the money.

(beat)
What do ya’ say, Wesley?

WES
Do I have a choice?

JOHN
(smiles toothily)

Not really.

Suddenly, things get real serious. Everyone tightens their 
stance. 

Amber tightens her grip and RACKS her shotgun. 

John twiddles his fingers over the handle of his .44 and 
chews on his cigar. 
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Wes just casually smokes his cigarette, seemingly without a 
care.  

The moments seem like hours as they all size each other up. 
The tension is almost visible on the air.

John’s eyes zero in on Wes, as do Amber’s. 

Wes maintains his stare on John. He puffs the last puff off 
his smoke, then casually looks down and flicks the butt to 
the ground. 

Now’s the time.

John smiles and goes to make his move, but stops abruptly as 
a glimmer of something ZIPS between Wes and himself, followed 
by the ECHO of a distant GUNSHOT. 

A few drops of blood, carried by the wind, spray the right 
side of John’s face. John wipes his cheek then inspects his 
fingers to see the smeared blood on his fingertips. 

He looks over at Amber just in time to see her drop her 
shotgun, stumble to her knees, then fall flat on her face. 
Her blood spills out and stains the dirt. 

As Amber falls, John notices a twinkle of light in the 
distance about 400 yards out behind her. He squints and peers 
into the distance to see what looks like an average desert 
bush start to move and stand up. He glares and spits out his 
cigar with disgust.   

AT THE SOURCE OF THE TWINKLE

A man stands in a desert brush style ghillie suit holding a 
.308 Sniper rifle. The man peals off his ghillie suit to 
reveal that it is Caleb, a bloodied makeshift bandage around 
his shoulder. 

FLASHBACK - LAST NIGHT

EXT. DESERT - EVENING

Caleb lies still as his cell phone rings. 

After a few moments, he starts to move, turns over with a 
grunt, and reaches into his pocket to retrieve his cell.
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INTERCUT: PHONE CONVERSATION - CALEB/WES

CALEB
(painfully)

Hello.

WES
Caleb! Where are you?

CALEB
I’m in the desert...
just waking from a nap.

WES
You okay?

CALEB
Yeah.

(touches his wounded 
shoulder)

That snake, Vinnie, double-crossed 
me.

Caleb sits up.

WES
They have Maggie. I need to get her 
back. I have a plan. We’ll get 
Vinnie later.

CALEB
Whatever you need. Just come and 
pick me up.

END FLASHBACK.

BACK TO CALEB IN GHILLIE SUIT. 

Caleb smiles. 

BACK TO JOHN

Who stands dumbfounded, in shock at the sight of his precious 
Amber bled out onto the desert floor. 

He hears the CLICK-CLOCK of Wes’ gun to his left. 

He turns to see that Wes already has his 9 MM pulled and 
pointed right at him.
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WES
It’s over, John. 

John flinches a little. His hand moves ever so slightly 
towards his GUN.

WES
Don’t do it, John.

(beat)
Just lay it down.

John hesitates for a moment. The wind whistles. 

JOHN
I told you before, Wesley.

(long beat)
I never fold.

John tries to pull his weapon, but Wes pulls the trigger 
first, accurately firing two controlled shots.

John’s gun goes flying as he takes one in the chest and one 
in the neck. He falls to his back and bleeds profusely from 
the wound in his throat.

Wes puts his gun away then casually walks over and grabs the 
bag. He then walks over to John and stands over him as he 
bleeds out. 

John struggles and gargles on his own blood. 

WES
Should’ve left it alone, John... 

Wes tips the bag over to show John its contents - it’s empty. 

John gargles a frustrated yell.

WES (CONT’D)
Deception, John. Put a bluff in the 
middle. 

(smiles)
It’s called a “Nevada Low Ball”.

John gargles one last time, then dies.

Wes drops the bag then makes his way to the Crown Vic. He 
reaches in the driver’s door and pops the trunk. 

As he rounds the back of the car, Maggie starts to whimper 
through her gag. 

Wes gently helps his wife out of the trunk, unties her, then 
holds her.
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Caleb approaches as the two lovers hold each other. 

INT. HOTEL ROOM/BATHROOM - NIGHT

The bathroom is full of steam. Maggie showers. Her sexy 
silhouette shows through the cloudy shower curtain. 

EXT. HOTEL ROOM/PATIO - CONTINUOUS

Wes stands just outside the door to the hotel room. He can 
hear the shower. He looks inside and smiles, then raises his 
cell phone to his ear.

INT. PROFESSOR’S OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

The Professor sits at his desk with his hand over his mouth 
contemplating his next move. 

His desk phone rings. He picks it up.

INTERCUT: PHONE CONVERSATION - WES/PROFESSOR

WES
Professor?

PROFESSOR
Yes. This must be Wes.

WES
Yes, sir.

PROFESSOR
You’ve got a lot of balls calling 
me. You’ve caused me an awful lot 
of grief, you know?

WES
(smiles)

I know. But I didn’t ask for this.

PROFESSOR
No. But you sure finished it.

WES
I never intended to cross you, sir. 
Just protecting what’s mine.

PROFESSOR
Indeed. 
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Long silence.

WES
I know where you can find Vinnie.

PROFESSOR
And my money?

WES
He’s got it with him.

PROFESSOR
And why would you help me?

WES
Just want to square things up. I 
want to live life without having to 
look over my shoulder.

PROFESSOR
So you give me Vinnie, and my 
money, and I give you a pardon. Is 
that about right?

WES
Just about.

PROFESSOR
And why should I help you? Why 
shouldn’t I just come and finish 
you off myself?

WES
Because I know something that you 
don’t. Something that I think is... 
worth my freedom.

(beat)
Besides, everyone that knew I was 
involved will soon be dead. If you 
play your cards right, you will 
still have your examples, and your 
respect. And we can all just go 
about our lives.

The Professor thinks for a minute.

PROFESSOR
I’m listening.
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LATER

Wes, on the hotel bed now, finishes up his conversation with 
the Professor as Maggie comes out of the shower, wrapped in a 
towel. She approaches Wes and sits next to him on the bed. 

WES
Vinnie’s cousin owns a sleazy 
little hotel down in Mexico called, 
The Oasis. You’ll find him there.

PROFESSOR (O.S.)
(through phone)

It’s been a pleasure doing business 
with you, Wes. I’ll handle things 
from here.

Wes hangs the phone up and ponders for a moment. Maggie waits 
with anticipation.

MAGGIE
Well, are we good?

Wes smiles and looks at Maggie.

WES
Yeah. I think we are. 

Wes lovingly holds Maggie’s tummy. The two of them start to 
kiss passionately and lie back on the bed. 

INT. JACK’S CAR/MOVING - AFTERNOON

SUPER: “SOMEWHERE IN MEXICO”

Jack drives in silence down a desert highway, a cigarette in 
his mouth. He smiles and speeds on.

INT. THE OASIS HOTEL/VINNIE’S ROOM - LATER

A simple room with crappy hotel furniture. 

Vinnie smokes a fat cigar while he proudly observes his cash 
treasure sprawled out on the table before him, along with a 
GUN and an open bottle of Tequila.

Suddenly, and stealthily, Jack appears behind Vinnie with 
black gloves and a wire held taut between his hands. He 
quickly wraps the wire around Vinnie’s neck and pulls hard.
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Vinnie struggles silently and reaches behind for his attacker 
with no success. 

Jack keeps his distance, but keeps his knee pressed hard 
against the back of Vinnie’s chair.  

After about a full two minutes, Vinnie finally starts to slow 
his struggle. He makes a futile attempt to grab his gun, just 
out of reach on the table, then his body goes limp.

Jack releases his grip. 

Vinnie’s lifeless body releases one last gurgle of air then 
falls out of the chair and onto the floor with a thud.

JACK
Sorry, old friend. Boss’s orders.

Jack steps over Vinnie’s body and starts to gather up the 
money in a black bag from the floor. 

After all the money is gathered up, he turns to leave, but 
stops in his tracks. 

In the doorway stands the Professor. His gun pulled and 
pointed right at Jack, a silencer on the tip. 

JACK
Professor?

The Professor fires two shots into Jack’s chest. Jack falls 
to the floor, coughing up blood. 

The Professor casually walks to Jack and stands over him. 

PROFESSOR
Did you think I wouldn’t find out? 

Jack has a look of realization on his face.

FLASHBACK - JACK’S PLAN REVEALED

INT. DOMINGO HOUSE/MASTER BEDROOM - NIGHT

Domingo lies beaten and tied up on the floor.

The MAN, in the black ski mask and leather jacket, stands at 
Domingo’s feet pointing his weapon. He removes his mask - 
It’s Jack - with a sinister grin on his face.
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WES (V.O.)
Jack orchestrated the whole thing. 
He knew it would benefit him if 
Domingo was out of the way. 

Jack fires.

END FLASHBACK.

The Professor stands over Jack shaking his head.

PROFESSOR
Thought you could move up in the 
ranks before your time, huh? 

Jack says nothing. He’s too afraid to even wince in pain from 
his bullet wounds.

JACK’S POV

The Professor leans in and finishes Jack off with a shot to 
his forehead, point blank. 

CUT TO BLACK.

THE END
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